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1. Overview 

In order to ensure the safe operation of the steam generator and the safety of people's lives and 

property, the design, manufacture, installation, use and maintenance of this series of steam 

generators strictly implement JB / T7985-2002 "Technical Conditions for Small and Atmospheric 

Pressure Steam Generators", GB1576 -2008 "Industrial Steam Generator Water Quality", 

GB13271-2001 "Steam Generator Air Pollutant Emission Standard" and other regulations. The 

steam generator adopts manual welding and submerged arc welding. The hydraulic pressure test 

is performed according to the requirements of the JB / T7985-2002 standard. The steam 

generator room is designed according to the design specifications and building design fire 

protection specifications. The installation of the steam generator should comply with relevant 

national regulations. 

 

2. Product Introduction 

⚫ Small integrated machine 

Compared with other steam generators, our steam generators are the smallest. All auxiliary 

machines are integrated on one floor. They can be used by connecting power, tap water, gas 

pipelines and steam pipelines. No installation costs are required. 

The versatility is strong. Xinda combustion system is suitable for liquefied gas, natural gas, LNG, 

CNG and other gaseous gases. There is no need to replace the combustion system when changing 

gas. 

⚫ Fast, efficient and energy efficient 

The required steam can be supplied to the outside within 5 minutes after start-up. It is 

completely on-demand and closed when not in use. There is no fuel loss during start-up, and 

there is very little heat loss after shutdown. 

Using Xinda's proprietary technology, the optimal design is carried out to ensure sufficient 

heating surface and counter-current heat exchange technology, so that the exhaust temperature 

is minimized, and the thermal efficiency at rated conditions under full load is maintained above 

95%. 

⚫ Environmental protection and simple operation and maintenance 

Low-carbon, low-nitrogen, and low-pollution flue gas emissions make Xinda steam generators 

truly environmentally friendly products. 

Simple and convenient operation and maintenance, fully automatic unattended, all operations 
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are prompted on the touch screen, and generally anyone who uses a mobile phone will operate. 

Various faults are displayed on the touch screen, simple operations can eliminate general faults, 

and realize rapid recovery of equipment faults. 

 

3. Steam Generator Installation Requirements 

⚫ Atmospheric pressure steam generator is strictly forbidden to use under pressure. 

⚫ When using gaseous gas, the mobile gas storage tank should be stored separately, separated 

from the steam generator, and equipped with a flammable gas alarm device. The power 

supply voltage of the steam generator is 220V ± 10V or 380V ± 10V, 50HZ. 

⚫ The equipment should be reliably grounded during installation, and the main power should 

be cut off during thunderstorms or maintenance. 

⚫ The steam generator installation unit shall install the circuits and piping well, and the 

installation quality must comply with relevant national industry regulations. 

⚫ The steam generator room should always be kept dry and clean to prevent the control 

system from getting wet. It is prohibited to store flammable, explosive, and volatile 

substances such as gasoline around the steam generator. 

⚫ Steam generator water cannot be directly connected to tap water, it must be qualified water 

after softening. 

⚫ It is necessary to strengthen the inspection of gas pipelines to prevent fire caused by 

leakage. 

⚫ The foundation must meet the load requirements. Before the steam generator is in place, 

you need to calibrate the ground with a spirit level. After the steam generator is in place, the 

left and right tilt angle is less than 5mm.The rear end of the steam generator is naturally 20 

mm higher than the front end, which is conducive to the blowdown of the steam generator. 

⚫ The operator must be specially trained in advance, and the basic knowledge and operating 

procedures of the steam generator should be known and understood. 

⚫ The power supply for the steam generator should be equipped with a control switch with 

leakage protection. The capacity of the power supply must meet the rated voltage and 

power required for the electrical operation of the steam generator. 

⚫ The outlet of the fuel storage tank used by the steam generator shall be installed with a 

main valve, a pressure reducing valve and a filter valve. 

⚫ The smoke outlet pipe should be installed horizontally and obliquely downward, and the 

diameter must be larger than the fan outlet diameter. 
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4. Steam Generator Control Panel Operation Guide 

① Press the " " key, the controller self-test enters the 

state before the last shutdown. 

② If there is a fault, an audible and visual alarm will be 

displayed, and the fault code and the name of the fault source will 

be displayed at the same time. 

③ If the water level is lower than the low water level 

electrode, a low water level alarm will occur, and the water 

should be manually replenished to the highest water level. 

④ Press the “ ” key, the running indicator is on, and the 

controller enters the running state. When the boiler steam 

pressure is lower than the setting value of the pressure switch, 

the boiler controller provides power to the burner, and the burner 

displays "PL". After 5 seconds, the burner displays "PH", and 

another 2 * 10 yellow blocks are dynamically displayed. , Indicating that the burner is working. 

When the boiler steam pressure reaches the setting value of the pressure switch, the power of 

the burner is cut off, and the controller displays “PP” high pressure. This cycle runs until the “ ” 

key is pressed again to return to the standby state. 

⑤ Supply Water Pump 

In the standby state, press the " " key, and then press the " " key to select the main 

pump or the standby pump, select the main pump to prompt P1 circulation / supplement, 

and select the standby pump to prompt P2 to discharge water / backup. 

In the automatic operation of the controller, when the water level is lower than the neutral 

electrode, the make-up pump starts to make up water, and the water pump simulation 

graphics rotate dynamically to indicate that the make-up pump is running. 

When the water level rises to the high electrode, the make-up pump is turned off, and the 

pump simulation graph stops rotating. 

In order to prevent water level fluctuation caused by frequent pump action, the pump 

startup has a delay of three seconds 

In the standby state and the water level is lower than the high water level, press and hold 

the " " or " " key for about 5 seconds, release the key when the display shows manual, 
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and then use the " " or " " key to start / stop the water pump When the water level 

rises to the high level electrode, the make-up pump is automatically turned off, and the 

manual make-up function is disabled. 

 

⑥ Overheating Protection 

When the overheat switch contact on the boiler body is disconnected, the controller enters 

the overheating alarm protection, the control power of the water pump and burner are all 

disconnected, 5E overheating is displayed, and the buzzer sounds an alarm. It is strictly 

forbidden to add water to the boiler at this time! After the user checks the cause of the 

failure and removes it, then confirm that the furnace body is not damaged and the furnace 

body has been sufficiently cooled, and the water pump is started to replenish the boiler. 

 

⑦ Water Level Electrode Fault 

When the water level cannot be measured correctly due to scaling or insulation degradation 

of the electrode, the controller enters alarm protection, and the control power of the water 

pump and burner are all disconnected. The controller automatically distinguishes between 

high, medium and low water level fault electrodes and displays the corresponding fault code. 

(See alarm code comparison table) 

 

⑧ Alarm Resolution 

Once the controller enters the alarm protection, all the faults that have occurred are 

memorized. At this time, all the keys except the "Down" key can be silenced. (If only the OE 

water shortage alarm can be replenished manually) Press the "Down" key to stop the 

audible alarm. After the fault is removed, every time you press the "Down" mute key to clear 

a fault memory, until all memories are cleared, the controller returns to the standby state. If 

there is a memory that cannot be cleared, it means that there is still a fault. 

After troubleshooting, confirm that the furnace temperature, pressure, water level, etc. 

meet the operating conditions before restarting the operation. 

⑨ Common Fault Display And Troubleshooting 

Display Meaning Cause of failure Method of exclusion 

0E Water shortage 

alarm (water level 

Boiler blowdown, first 

commissioning 

Manually replenish water to 

normal water level 
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When abnormal conditions occur in the operation of the steam generator, the alarm light 

will give an alarm and flash. Be sure to look at the fault phenomenon displayed on the 

display first, and click to cancel the alarm to silence the sound. 

Emergency stop: When an emergency occurs during the operation of the steam generator, 

press the emergency stop switch and the steam generator will stop working. 

⑩ Wiring diagram 

below the lowest 

water level 

electrode) 

Pump valve or pipeline 

failure 

Pump valve or pipeline 

failure 

1E High water level 

electrode failure 

Electrode wiring or scaling Check 

2E Medium Water level 

electrode failure 

Electrode wiring or scaling Check 

3E Low water level 

electrode failure 

Electrode wiring or scaling Check 

5E overheat Burner out of control Overhaul burner and control 

contacts 

Damaged temperature 

sensor 

Overhauling temperature 

sensors 
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5. Precautions Before Using The Steam Generator 

① The layout of the steam generator room should meet the "General Technical Conditions 

for Small and Atmospheric Hot Water Steam Generators" and GB50041-2008 "Design Code for 

Steam Generator Rooms". The steam generator room should always be kept dry and tidy to 

prevent the system from getting wet. 

② Power requirements: The voltage fluctuation is within the range of 10% of the rated 

voltage. The steam generator should be connected to the ground wire when it is installed. 

③ The steam generator piping should be beautiful and elegant, easy to operate and 

maintain, clearly marked, and the diameter needs to be calculated according to the water output. 

The expansion water tank must be directly connected to the atmosphere. It is strictly forbidden 

to install any valve to ensure the pressureless operation of the steam generator furnace. 

④ It is strictly prohibited to store flammable materials such as fuel tanks around the 

steam generator. The distance between the base line of the gas storage tank and the external 

wall of the steam generator room should be more than 15 meters. If there is a special reason for 

shortening the protection distance, the consent of the local fire department and relevant 

departments should be obtained; if the underground layout is adopted, the covering layer should 

be above 0.5 meters, and a firewall should be installed around it. 

 

6. Steam Generator Operation And Commissioning 

Please read the steam generator installation and operation manual carefully before the steam 

generator is fully commissioned. 

Although the operation of the steam generator is designed in accordance with full automation 

and has a complete protection system, it is still required that the steam generator operator must 

be a professional steam generator operator, and strictly follow the operation rules of the steam 

generator to ensure the normal operation of the equipment to ensure the safety and economy of 

the steam generator. 

① Steam generator check before starting 

✓ Steam generators must be protected against leakage by using a power switch. 

✓ Check whether the gas meets the requirements for normal combustion. Turn on the gas 

switch and check for leaks. 

✓ Check whether the water level of the steam generator is at the normal level, whether 
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the water volume of the water treatment tank reaches the upper limit of the water level, and 

whether there is solid salt in the water treatment salt tank. 

✓ Check whether the inlet and outlet pipes of the steam generator are intact and 

leak-free, and whether the valves of all parts are open. 

✓ The steam generator meter and display screen show whether the data and operating 

status of each part are normal. 

✓ Is the steam generator connected equipment ready. 

② Steam generator commissioning 

⚫ Operate on the manual interface of the display burner, test that the fan, ignition, gas, water 

supply and linkage are normal. After the ignition test is normal, the test can be operated 

normally. 

⚫ Turn on the main engine switch to ignite, turn on the gas regulating switch, and observe the 

flame burning situation in the fire observation hole. Note that the opening of the gas 

regulating switch cannot be too large during ignition. After seeing the ignition, adjust the 

flame size according to the actual steam demand. 

⚫ Observe the water level of the furnace during operation. 

⚫ The rate of water replenishment should not be too fast. Adjust the shut-off valve to control 

the amount of water inflow according to the condition of water replenishment. 

⚫ During the operation, please note that there must be sufficient amount of demineralized 

water in the water tank. 

⚫ If there is an alarm shutdown during the operation of the equipment, you should first look 

at the alarm information on the display, and then check and handle the equipment failure 

based on the alarm information. 

⚫ If the equipment is in an emergency situation, just press the emergency stop button. 

③ Turn off the machine 

After the steam generator is shut down, the main engine switch and the main gas valve 

should be closed, and then the equipment power should be turned off. 

 

7. Steam Generator Gas Supply Method 

 

When supplying steam, the main steam valve should be opened slightly to allow a small amount 

of steam to warm the pipe. At the same time, the drain valve on the pipe is opened to allow the 
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condensed water to drain. The warm-up time is determined according to the length, diameter, 

and steam temperature of the pipe. At the same time, pay attention to whether there are special 

sounds in various parts of the boiler. 

There are two methods of steam supply: 

① One-time steam supply method: If the amount of steam at a single rated steam 

pressure can meet the heating needs, this method can be used. 

② Continuous steam supply method: If the amount of steam at a single rated steam 

pressure cannot meet the heating needs, use this method: When the burner is running, open the 

main steam valve (need to keep the steam under a certain pressure) to supply steam to the 

heated body. 

 

8. Steam Generator Shutdown Operation 

① Stop combustion and discharge steam until the pressure in the furnace drops to zero. 

② Emergency shutdown 

In the following cases, the boiler operation should be stopped immediately. 

⚫ The boiler pressure keeps rising, exceeding the maximum allowable working pressure, the 

safety valve has been exhausted but the air pressure continues to rise. 

⚫ The boiler water level has been lowered to the lowest edge of the boiler water level gauge. 

The water pump is working but the water level is not visible. 

⚫ The water level of the boiler has risen above the highest visible edge of the water level 

gauge, and the water level cannot be seen after the water is discharged. 

⚫ Water supply equipment fails and water cannot be fed to the boiler. 

⚫ Severe deformation or leakage of the pressured components of the boiler or other abnormal 

conditions endangering safe operation. 

Emergency shutdown method: stop combustion, vent pressure and cut off power. 

 

9. Maintenance Of Steam Generator 

① Maintenance of steam generators 

✓ The water quality of the steam generator should be tested once a week to ensure that the 

water quality meets standards and prevent scaling. 
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✓ Check the electrical, instrumentation and wiring for looseness every month and clean the 

dust. 

✓ Frequently check the insulation of electrical appliances such as fans, pumps, solenoid valves, 

etc., and check the correctness of the meter instructions. 

✓ Check that all valves are intact every month and clean them. 

✓ Check the inlet and outlet waterways and gas pipelines monthly. 

 

② Maintenance method of steam generator 

When the steam generator is shut down for a long time, the power should be cut off and 

maintenance must be performed to prevent corrosion of the heated surface of the steam 

generator. Its maintenance methods are generally divided into two methods, dry and wet. 

Dry curing methods include drying method, nitrogen filling method and desiccant method. 

Wet curing is full water protection, including hydrazine method, ammonia solution method, 

and full water method. For atmospheric pressure steam generators, the desiccant method is 

more used.  

The desiccant method is to use a desiccant with strong hygroscopicity to keep the steam 

generator water vapor system dry and prevent corrosion. The method is: after the steam 

generator is shut down, when the temperature of the steam generator furnace water drops 

below 50 ° C, the water in each part of the steam generator is completely drained, and 

the residual temperature in the furnace or the ignition device is used to reduce the 

temperature in the furnace. Fire baking, drying metal surface, remove the scale, silt, water 

slag, etc. in the deposited steam generator, then put a desiccant in the steam generator, and 

close the valve of the steam generator to prevent outside air from entering. 

Common desiccants are: anhydrous calcium chloride, quicklime or silica gel. The amount can 

be calculated according to the steam generator volume according to the following 

indicators: 

Industrial anhydrous calcium chloride: 1 ～ 2 ㎏ / m3 

Quick lime: 2 ～ 3kg/ m3 

Silica gel: 1 ～ 2kg / m3 

Method of placing desiccant: divide medicines into several enamel plates (to prevent 

medicines from deliquescence, silicone can be put in cloth bags and can be reused), Evenly 

arrange along the periphery of the furnace barrel, check the condition of the desiccant after 

7-10 days, and replace it with new medicine if it fails. Inspect and replace failed medicines 

every other month thereafter. 
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10. Common Fault Inspection And Processing Method 

Failure phenomenon Troubleshooting method 

Cannot ignite 1.Check if the gas valve is open 

2.Check whether the gas solenoid valve works 

normally 

3.Check Is it normal to hear the ignition sound 

from the fire observation hole 

4.Check if the burner power is on. 

Automatically goes out after lighting 1.Check if the gas and nozzle are consistent 

2.Check whether the flame detection needle is 

properly installed 

3. Check if the air pressure is in the normal 

range 

Cannot feed water automatically 1.Check whether the make-up pump and 

solenoid valve are working properly 

2.Check if the shut-off valve is open 

3.Check whether the water level of the furnace 

or the signal of the magnetic flap is normal. 

Alarm light alarm 1.Check the display status indication 

2.Troubleshoot according to the working status 

display failure 

 

 

 

 


